Debut !

An easy-to-operate, worry-free entry model

Fluorescent
color ink !

This entry model sublimation transfer printer is equipped with only a
carefully selected set of features, making it simple to use without any
hassle. The printer is bundled with Mimaki's oﬃcial RasterLink6 RIP
software, enabling you to start printing immediately after installation. It
uses Mimaki's Sb54 ink, which oﬀers stable ink ejection thanks to its
resistance to settling. Even users who are operating a sublimation
transfer printer for the ﬁrst time can handle the TS30-1300 with ease.

A broader choice of designs with
ﬂuorescent colors.

Print as much as you need of whatever you need,
whenever you need it

Accentuated designs.
High value print
and rich expression

Your graphic designs and photo
images will stand out with neon
color print.

The TS30-1300 allows you bring production of high-mix, low-volume
print projects in-house, such as textiles or sports apparel prototyping,
or the creation of customized goods. Performing printing jobs such as
these in-house rather than outsourcing reduces the lead time of sample
delivery to the client. Additionally, when the client requests a change in
the design, the new design can be printed and delivered immediately,
without waiting up to several days for a subcontractor to handle it. The
TS30-1300 can add impact to your proposals and bring new business
opportunities.
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“ECO PASSPORT” Certification Ink (Certificate No NEP1605)

Bl, M, Y, K, Lbl, Lm, Fp, Fy

440ml ink cartridge (Bl, M, Y, K, Lbl, Lm, Fp, Fy)2L ink pack (Bl, M, Y, K, Lbl, Lm)*
*Optional MBIS unit is required for installing 2L ink packs.

The specifications described in this catalogue are as of Apil 2019.
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